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→ Pupils of Chopin
  violin and piano works
  Material description: 1 disque compact (1 h 05 min 22 s) : DDD
  Compositeur: Karol Mikuli (1819-1897)
  Violon: Voytek Proniewicz
  Piano: Alexander Jakobidze-Gitman
  Link: catalogue

partitions (1)

  Material description: In-fol.
  Compositeur: Thomas Dyke Acland Tellefsen (1823-1874)
  Link: catalogue
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https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16536682r

Sources

Grove music online (2010-09-14)

Pupils of Chopin [Enregistrement sonore] : violin and piano works / Karol Mikuli, Thomas Dyke Ackland Tellefesen, Carl Filtsch, comp. ; Voytek Proniewicz, vl ; Alexander Jakobidze-Gitman, p ; Naxos, 8.572460